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The results from the various simulations will be made public. Space-based simulations
may need localisation to the area of interest. Existing simulation facilities could be part
of a network in order to address the needs of the simulation community, similar to the
Earth Grid System for Earth-orbiting satellites [ 89 ]. One of the early examples is in
the paper where molecular dynamics simulation was carried out using trapped ions [
11 ]. The question of accuracy of such simulations in near-term quantum computers

remains open. Indeed, the Fermionic Quantum Computation group continues [ 29 ] to
implement molecular dynamics and other applications for quantum computers. For

power generation, one needs to make an use of resonance cavities, frequency-
converted microwaves, etc., see e.g. [ 145, 149, 207, 248, 249 ] and references

therein. There are ongoing discussions on how to design such resonators [ 254 ] to get
the best result for a certain energy conversion rate at the expense of capital and

operating expenditures. As an example, the conversion rate is about 40% with the use
of a microwave (with f = 2.45 GHz) and ferrite cores that can reach the extremely high

magnetic field of up to 2.3 T [ 275 ]. Microwave light conversion also requires large
antennas and a lot of low-noise transistors, so it will probably require more than 100

qubits. Then, the power density (i.e., the amount of microwave power that can be
applied) is still a problem [ 151, 253 ]. From the optics standpoint, there are also a few

possible problems [ 269 ], for example, the phase and attenuation errors need to be
carefully handled [ 90 ].
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In the present edition, you can also play as the head of state or as the opposition.
Every time you vote, you will either win or lose. By playing as the opposition, you will
have access to the tax-payers money, unlike those who have already won. So your
opponents gain support and become more powerful. Can you quickly build up the

support to lead a new revolution? If so, you will be elected as leader of the country. [2]
Or if you win, you can keep your position and change the system in your own favor. It’s

a classic political simulation, where you play the role of a head of state in a city that
has been divided into regions. Try to rule the country by policy decisions. You can

meet challenges, but also encounter the opposition. you can see that the only crack to
remove the digital anti-emulation protection of the game is by working in the game on
a emu, and all the steam emu (linux/windows/OSX) do the same thing the same way.

and if you try to copy the game from an original disc to an other one while the game is
working by the steam emu, you will copy it with all the protection. you will never be

able to played or copy the game if you are using a STEAM emu, even if its not installed
on your system. its like having steam or windows in your hard disk (if the cracker has

copied the game to your hard disk while the game is working, he has crack it and
remove the protection) If a quantum computer can simulate larger molecules, then
time to break the current cryptography becomes much less relevant. An example is

the experimental result of Boson Sampling [ 39 ]. In Boson Sampling, a large dataset of
photons is collected, including the photon number and its quantum wave function.

Since the photons are distinguishable, then by the Chinese Whistlestop principle, only
a certain subset of all subsets with the same photon number that satisfy the partition
function (the probability of a specific photon number) will satisfy the correct quantum

wave function. The number of required qubits depends on the number of photons.
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